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NOT QUITE READY YET
By Ayesha Rascoe
Black College Wire
ByJazmine Pierce
Contributor
severe muscle sprain in her chest,
Thomas said she was relieved to
know her health problem was
not life- threatening, but vowed
never to return to Howard's
Thomas said she waited about
four hours to see a nurse and
two more to see a doctor, who
quickly diagnosed her with a
University.
"It felt like my heartwas caving
in," saidThomas, a junior psy-
chology major at Howard
After suffering from chest
pains last year, Mercii Thomas
went to the Howard University
Hospital emergency room at the
urging ofher resident assistant.
"It wasn't that the people were
unpleasant. I just waited an
unseemly long time," Thomas
said. "It was just upsetting to be
having chest pains and not know
whatwas wrong."
emergencyroom
The Washington Post asked in
Committee, which oversees fire
and emergency services.
D.C. Council's Judiciary
"The victim's injuries were mis-
understood at admittance, and
reportedly there were delays in
medical treatment," wrote Phil
Mendelson, chairman of the
Rosenbaum died at age 63, has
also been questioned.
D.C. Mayor AnthonyA.
Williams has ordered an investi-
gation into the performance of
the Emergency Medical Services,
whose preliminary reports indi-
cated no apparent signs of major
trauma. However, the response
ofthe hospital, where
Emergency medical response
throughout the District of
Columbia has come under scruti-
ny since the Jan. 8 death of
David E. Rosenbaum, a retired
NewYork Times editorwho was
robbed and fatally assaulted in
his Northwest Washington neigh-
borhood.
See DEATH, Page 2
February 1, 1960to fight against
oppression and racial injustice by
challenging Jim Crow segrega-
The A&T Four started a civil
disobedience strategy on
Woolworth store. They protested
until Woolworth withdrew their
policy ofsegregation.
change. This lead to a series of
sit-ins by other students at the
They thought this idea was
unjust and decided to make a
Greensboro. They challenged the
concept that blacks could only be
served in particular areas of the
stores and not with whites.
Woolworth, which was located
on Elm Street in downtown
They decided to sit at an all
white section inF.W
Ezell Blair, Jr., David
Richmond, Joseph McNeil and
Franklin McCain decided to take
a stand on February 1, 1960that
impacted the civil rights move-
ment forever.
-
PHOTO COURTESY: INTERNATIONAL CIVIL RIGHTS CENTER &MUSEUM
By Lenita Williams
Contributor
This image represents the finished look of the InternationalCivil Rights Center &. Museum. The museum
will be located on Elm Street where the old F.W. Woolworth building.
Hip-hop class wraps
rap with history
English Department.
"I think it's going really well
right now. Students seem to be
doing the reading; they seemed
to be tuned in and they seem to
be interested in the subject mat-
ter," Turman said.
Another challenge Turman
said he faced was "just making
songs.
include the lyrics to hip-hop
The biggest challenge is not
having a book for the course,
Turman said. "It's a lot of pack-
ets and the students are working
with me on that." Packets
The hip-hop class at A&T is
going strong in its first semester
on campus. The class is taught by
Professor Bryon Turman of the
sure this was an academic
course
"I had some major concerns
that students would see it as, an
easy A', and then shut down
when they realized it involved
some real academic work," he
said.
The class is comprised of most-
ly female students. Turman
he said
African American all culminat-
ing to a certain base ofhip hop,"
"We are able to see the origins
of hip hop - rather it's WesternEuropean, West African, and
that problem in the future
Turman said that this has not
happened so far. He is also hope-
ful that he will not encounter
Matthew Melvin, a senior psy-
chology major, feels that the class
is positive overall.
See HIP HOP, Page 2
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ing a major
expense
Textbooks
are becom-
Economically, the museum will
be a tourism site for the city of
Greensboro. It is expected to
attract 150,000people annually
Ramey believes that the museum
will be a dramatic effect to any-
one that has strong feelings about
the civil rights movement.
allows them to view and embrace
their history in a new light.
Ramey said he believes that the
museum will be highly effective
for A&T students because it
overcome in my life. Ifthey could
do itback then, I can do it now.
Faith will get you anywhere," he
said.
The actual cost of the museum
More financial expenses will be
expected because the Woolworth
building has structural interior
problems. It will take $6 to $8
million fot the repairs.
Jones set a projection goal of
12 to 14 years in order for the
museum to be ready. The muse-
um is designed to be compared
to similar civil rights museums in
Memphis and Alabama.
"This will take time and
effort," Jones said.
years
According to Jones, the museum
will be open in three to four
Rumors on the museum's
opening have been discussed
"We are on track and on sched-
ule," Jones said about the recin-
struction of the museum.
building.
to create a museum in their
honor. The museum is the recon-
struction of the Woolworth
Earl Jones and Skip Austin, co-
founders of the International
Civil Rights Museym & Center,
were inspired by the A&T Four
tion
Civil Rights Leaders" that will be
There will be a reserved space
in the museum for a "Hall of
invited to to the museum to dis-
cuss specific concepts and con-
duct active workshops.
Also, national speakers will be
When the museum opens, peo-
ple can expect displays, archives,
libraries, and an auditorium, all
reflecting the sit-in movement.
is $12 million, Jones said
Jones said the construction of
the museum has several sponsors
including the County
Commission and Hewlett
Packard.
"The A&T Four give me
another reason to go against the
odds in the hurdles that I have
Justin Ramey, Student
GovernmentAssociation presi-
dent, said he was impressed by
the struggle of the A&T Four
and was excited to hear about the
opening of the museum.
In addition, college students
will be allowed to take classes at
the museum for college credit.
The topics range from human
rights to civil rights.
similar to the "Hall of
Presidents" at Walt Disney
World.
SPORTSBUSINESS
Aggies get
third win
Kobe's
character still
questioned
despite his
record-score of
81 points
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Remembering Ronald E. McNair
By Serra Napier
Contributor
"There are great opportunities here at North
Carolina A&T," McNair said.
McNair explains he would like his readers to gain
a new perspective on life.
McNair further describes that there is an inspira-
tional part of the book he believes readers will find
an underlying message by which his brother lived.
"Stay away from the dream stealers, and seize
every opportunity," he said.
McNair continued his education and acquired a
doctorate of philosophy in physics at the
Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology (MIT). In
1975 he studied laser physics at the E' cole D'ete
Theroique de Physicque in France.
McNair was an A&T alumni and one of the
world's first African American space shuttle astro-
nauts. On the morning of January 28, 1986,
McNair and his six crew members died in an explo-
sion aboard the space shuttle Challenger.
Carl McNair divulges the hardships of compiling
a book in his brother's memory.
"Well the first thing I had to overcome was the
fear of writing," he said.
The are 179McNair Programs nationwide to honor
Ronald E. McNair's legacy.
FILE PHOTO
Festivities filled North Carolina A&T's campus
during the 20th Annual Ronald E. McNair
Commemorative Celebration and 5th National
Symposium this past weekend.
Aside from the presentations, there was a step
show, and Carl S. McNairsigned his book, "In the
Spirit of Ronald E. McNair, Astronaut, an
American Hero." Carl McNair is the founder and
McNair scholars from various schools performed
oral and poster presentations. Scholars addressed
issues such as race and social trust and how hip hop
affects college students and faculty.
3-day event honors
fallen A&T astronaut
president of the Dr. Ronald E. McNair Foundation,
Inc. in Atlanta, Ga.
er for this event.
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity Inc. and a march from
Memorial Student Union to McNair Hall. The cel-
ebration concluded with the McNair Celebration
Luncheon and Awards Ceremony. Dr. Myra Shird,
an associate professor in the journalism and mass
communication department, was the keynote speak-
graduate school of Howard University.
The McNair celebration, held on Jan. 28, includ-
ed a McNair memorial tribute by members of
The following day included student and faculty
oral presentations and a sppech by Dr. Orlando L,
Taylor, the vice provost for research dean of the
McNair as keynote speaker. There also was a gradu-
ate school fair held for participants.
The symposium began on Jan. 26 and included
campus tours, presentations, and sessions Carl
Dr. Ronald E. McNair was born October 21, 1950
in Lake City, S.C. After graduation from high
school, McNair attended North Carolina A& T
State University, where he graduated Magna Cum
Laude with a bachelor's degree in physics in 1971.
See MCNAIR, Page 2
of
D.C. mayor orders
investigation
after complaints
Howard hospital co-founder expects site
in three or four years
Museum
will open
SPORTS
McNair scholars engage in
seminars, graduate school fairs
and symposiums, graduate
school visits and research confer-
ences.
The summer component of
the program operates for 10
weeks from May to August.
Scholars receive such things as a
$2,800 stipend and toom and
board (for students who elect
on-campus housing).
face."
semesters.
"(The McNair Program) has
better equipped me for graduate
school and post-secondary
school, and preparing a resume,"
said Claudine Smith, a senior
political science major and
McNair scholar at A&T. "It also
allows me to visit colleges, net-
workwith deans and professors,
and when I apply to Aese
schools, they alreadyknow my
"We are going into things like
deejaying, MCing, Turntablism,
music, break dancing, and actu-
ally rapping. So, you get to see a
good mix so the class is definite-
ly positive," Melvin said.
exact same but sell massively.
makes things that sound the
The example of 50 Cent was
brought up. The rapper debuted
making music for the streets, the
students concurred. Now he
A studentasks Turman, "Is
the push-pull affect the reason
for many artists selling out or
going commercial?"
The class brings in everyday
life examples that allow the stu-
dents to relate to the subject
matter. Hip hop is a multi-bil-
lion dollar industry. The stu-
dents need toknow the origins
of the art form to know what to
expect of it in the future.
"It is the same double con-
sciousness thatW.E.B Dubois
talked about," Turman said.
He uses the example to
explain to his class that it is a
constantpush-pull effect in
African American society.
freshman classes there is a 50-50
ratio of males to females.
"By the time I get to the upper
level classes it's mostly female,"
he said.
Turman said in most of his
her art."
"Artists want to make a living
offof their art," Turman said.
"That is an example ofpush-pull
because they want to survive in
the main stream society that is
the push. The pull is the artist
wanting to remain true to his or
and still graduate," Turman said
"Brothers will make one baby,
drop out of school, never gradu-
ate, and don't take care of theit
baby."
"Conversely, sisters will mess
around and have two babies take
one or two classes a semester
He tells the juniors and sen-
iors that if they do not believe
him just look around now and
think about all the young men
they used to hang out with fresh-
man year that are no longer stu-
dentsat A&T.
that you will mess around and
disappear from this university,
Turman said.
"I always tell my freshman
students especially the males
African Americans
towards their own culture as
towards "white culture" or main-
stream culture. The pull is the
African Americans pulling
The push is African
Americans being pushed
HIP HOP continued from
Page 1
and culture.
explained the push-pull concept
that is evident in hip hop music
Ayesha Rascoe, a student at
Howard University, writes for the
Hilltop.
DEATH continued from
Page 1
MCNAIR continued from
Page 1
come to the emergency room for
issues that are not life-threaten-
have a primary care physician in
the city so they would not have to
Gaiter encouraged students to
gency room
allows doctors to move patients
along more quickly in the emer-
ing a patient tracking system that
accept" a patient. "We're here,"
Gaiter said. In addition, Gaiter
said the hospital was implement-
"We can't say no, we won't
keep,them healthy
extreme, Gaiter said his staff does
its best to serve students and
Trauma patients and those
with life- threatening illnesses
take precedence over others in
the emergency room and there-
fore will be seen sooner, Gaiter
said.
Nevertheless, Howard student
Derek Jackson said he believed
Connecticut
treatment from a doctor before
his mother arrived from
room
Jackson said he did not remem
ber much of his experience, but
was told by his companion that
he waited eight to 10hours in
the emergency room without
While Jackson's case is
Jackson's mother removed him
from the hospital and tookhim
for treatment in his Pennsylvania
hometown. There, it was discov-
ered that his appendix had burst
and was damaging his internal
organs.
said. The emergency room treats
110 to 160 patients a day, often
including several trauma cases, he
said.
to trauma cases
According to Gaiter, Howard
University Hospital is only one of
two adult Level I ttauma center
hospitals in the Washington area.
"We're one of the busiest" med-
ical centers in the city, Gaiter
his wait time was unreasonable.
In January 2004, Jackson experi-
enced severe stomach pains and
was taken to the emergency
year. Gaiter said his hospital has
the ability to respond in seconds
The academic year component
for the program at A&T oper-
ates during the fall and spring
nationwide.
Expanding in numbers,
Brown boasts that there are cur
rently!79 McNair programs
Brown, the executive director of
the McNair Program at A&T.
American students into higher
education," said Dr. Joyce
"The purpose of the McNair
program is to boost African
sium
McNair scholars also were
highlighted during the sympo-
Insurance Portability and
Rosenbaum case, citing privacy
requirements in the Health
University spokesmen said they
wouldnot comment on the
made nearly two hours after fire
units were first dispatched to the
street where he was found."
"Reportedly it was only then
thatauthorities realized thatMr
Rosenbaum had suffered a mas-
sive head injury - a discovery
Rosenbaum left on a stretcher in
a hallway at the hospital and not
evaluated or examined for at least
an hour, until he began vomit-
ing?
an editorial, "Whywas Mr.
with this designation have a sur-
geon who is a trauma specialist
on call 24 hours a day, and han-
dle at least 1,200trauma cases a
American College of Surgeons to
respond to serious injuries, such
as gunshot wounds. Hospitals
ALevel I trauma center is a
hospital certified by the
Gaiter.
"I think it is important for stu-
dents to know we are an adult
Level I trauma center," said
Accountability Act of 1996
known as HIPAA .
However, in responding to stu-
dent concerns, Thomas Gaiter,
medical director and associate
dean for clinical services at the
hospital, said sometimes delays
are unavoidable.
designed to prepare participants
for doctoral studies through
involvement in research and
other scholarly activities. The
goal of the program is to
increase graduate degree attain-
ment of minority students.
The McNair Program is
Sunday's was the first session
under Judge Raouf Rasheed
Saddam, a Sunni Muslim, and
his seven co-defendants are on
trial for the murder of nearly 150
people after the 1982 assassina-
tion attempt in the largely Shiite-
Muslim city of Dujail. They face
several charges, including crimes
against humanity. If convicted,
they could be sentenced to death.
after criticism that he had let the
defendants dominate the pro-
ceedings.
rule in the court, warning as he
opened the proceedings that the
defendants would not be allowed
to make political statements. The
court, he said, would onlyconsid-
er legal arguments.
Abdel-Rahman tried to make it
clear that a new regime would
One ofthe defense lawyers
immediately rose and began
addressing the judge, ignoring
Abdel-Rahman's repeated
requests that he sit down. Then,
Saddam's halfbrother and co-
defendant, Barzan Ibrahim,
The session proceeded without
them, but many here worty that
the case, which was supposed to
BAGHDAD - Hopes that a
new judge in the Saddam
Hussein trial would lead to fewer
outbursts, shouting matches and
theatrics vanished in the opening
minutes oflast Sunday's session
when the entire defense team
and the four most prominent
defendants, including Saddam,
walked out.
frame
Race to
spying
debate
MlTTELSTADT
KRT
By Michelle
Ernst & Young you'll get the on-the-job training
u need to succeed on your own.
We know you're new to the work force. That's why we've created an
environment that's conducive to personal and professional growthand
success. At Ernst & Young we're offering an opportunity to learn from
some of the best talent in the industry. If you're looking for a great start,
look for us on campus. Or visit us on the Web at ey.com/us/careers.
We won't steer you wrong.
"We must be able to quickly
detect when someone linked to
al-Qaida is communicating with
someone inside of America,"
Bush said Wednesday during a
visit to NSA headquarters in
Maryland.
Attorney General Alberto
Gonzales and other top aides
joined the president last week in
a public relations blitz to assert
that Bush had full authority to
initiate warrantless surveillance of
Americans believed to be engaged
in communication with people
overseas suspected of ties to al-
Qaida or its affiliates.
He argues that the White
House has gone too far in its
assertion of presidential powers
program's constitutionality, some
suggest that the controversy may
not be settled in the courts.
While the ACLU and the
Center for Constitutional Rights
have sued to challenge the spy
hours
approval is sought within 72
surveillance, FISA backers note
that the law permits emergency
eavesdropping so long as court
But critics say that can be done,
with court review, under the 1978
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance
Act. Though administration offi-
cials complain that the law is too
cumbersome for "hot pursuit"
Keene, chairman of the American
Conservative Union.
Constitution or the law.
"This is the dangerous side of
what's going on," said David
weightier question ofwhether
Bush is claiming executive powers
outside the bounds of the
Though the court ofpublic
opinion is key, some suggest that
the political system or the courts
will be the ultimate arbiter ofthe
program's legality, and the far
keeping people safe, stopping ter-
rorism,' then what the Democrats
immediately saw mightbe a good
issue for them could actually be
turned around for the president
and the Republican Party."
"If the issue is defined more as
protecting national security,
analyst Stuart Rothenberg.
with the voters," said political
constitutional rights,' it would be
a major problem for an extended
period oftime for the president,
both on Capitol Hill but also
"If it's defined primarily as
' government abuse, the presidentout of control, the White Houserunning roughshod over basic
conservatives and civil libertari-
ans, are engaged in a high-stakes
contest to frame the debate.
Democrats, small-government
With polls showing the public
sharply divided over the contro-
versial surveillance program, the
White House and its critics,
plays to GOP strength; and head
off talk of impeachment and spe-
cial prosecutors.
Democrats into an arena that
WASHINGTON - The Bush
administration raced last week to
defend its warrantless domestic
spying program, with several aims
in mind, experts say: win over a
conflicted public; force
r Register Page 3
at trial for Saddam
The Ai
Chaos erupts again
February 1, 3006
Nation & World
By Nancy A. Youssef
KRT
pound.
The trial will resume either
Wednesday or Thursday.
The court quickly resumed the
trial, and the four remaining
defendants remained largely
quiet. Three witnesses testified
that after the assassination
attempt on Saddam, they were
arrested and held for about four
years in a remote desert com-
whether Saddam had the right to
leave, the judge told him to go.
Saddam responded that the judge
had no right to tell him what to
do. He eventually walked out, as
did two other co-defendants.
Rahman, visibly angry, ordered
himremoved. Four guards sur-
rounded Ibrahim, who kicked
and screamed as he was dragged
out.
shouted an insult. Abdel
The judge then threw out a
defense lawyer, prompting the
The judge tried to regain con-
trol, yelling at the defendants and
their attorneys and hitting his
gavel. But the courtroom was
chaotic.
That drew Saddam's ire, and
both he and defense lawyers
began shouting. "Long live Iraq!
Long live Iraq!" the former dicta-
tor said at one point.
entire defense team to leave. The
judge warned that if they left,
they would not be allowed in for
future sessions.
"How will the court proceed
without Saddam?" the former dic-
tator asked.
It is unclear whether Saddam
was thrown out or left under his
own volition. At first the former
dictator asked to leave, but the
judge denied him that request.
Saddam ranted, telling the judge
he rejected the new defense team
A team of court-appointed
lawyers walked in minutes later
and filled the empty seats;
Then as they argued about
show Iraqis how a democratic jus-
tice system works, may instead, be
eroding the public's confidence
in the tribunal.
Abdel-Rahman, the replacement
for mild-mannered Rizgar
Mohammed Amin, who resigned
wThough Thomson made what
Gaber calls "hundreds of
improvements in the book,"
about 500 math faculty members
signed a letter in April 2004
questioning the need for therevi-
For "Calculus: Early
Transcendentals," ($126), the
update cycle is four years, says
Adam Gaber, a spokesman for its
publisher, Thomson Learning.
The company spent almost $ 1
million updating the book for its
fifth edition, released in 2004.
Textbooks mostly are revised
in three- to four-year cycles,
depending on the publisher.
dents say.
money
for, the outmoded editions, stu-
The A&T Begister
A Necessary EvilTextbooks:
February 1, 2006
Welcome to Textbook 101, the
study of complicated, intertwined
social and economic dynamics
that seeks to answer the question:
Why are college textbooks
so expensive? At the end of the
course, after points and counter-
points made by students, profes-
sors and book publishers, there
will be a quiz - for which there
are no definitive answers. What
there is sure to be, though, is a
lot of fingerpointing.
Travis Ligon, a 20-year-old
University of Central Florida stu-
dent who is shopping for text-
books at the UCF Bookstore,
probably would do some if his
hands were free.
But he is holding five books for
which he will pay more than
$500.
sion.
unused
Each semester students can spend in upwards of$400 on textbooks for course loads that include many classes that are not in their major.
three books and a "student access
kit" ($104, $78 used);
Anthropology ($110 new, $83
used); and Database
the snooze button, their prices
can be the equivalent
of a rude wake-up call. Here is
the Essential Cosmic Perspective
bundle:
Though some titles may hit
study guides and CDs and priced
at more than $ 100.
If one were to scrutinize the
aisles of the bookstore, one might
agree. The shelves are heavy with
shrink-wrapped textbooks, many
of them "bundled" with
general," he says
"I think they just overcharge in
says
"More than 25 percent of the
problems in the book are new,
and there are five completely new
projects," says Gaber, adding that
learning tools
sites; and references to interactive
In its response, the company
told them that a new edition
was justified, pointing out the
book has new, clearer margin
notes; more effective artwork;
new references to relevant Web
PHOTO COURTESY OF KRT the text is meant to be used dur-
make any money from it, she
universities, she has yet to
Although the book, published
in September 2002, is used at 30
Communication."
"Service-Learning In Technical
and Professional
"They are increasingly expen-
sive to produce and the markets
are very small," which is especial-
ly true for specialized books used
in advanced coursework, he
spreads its cost
ing three semesters, which
per book
er makes an average of 7 percent
Publishers, says thatafter editori-
al expenses, author royalties and
printing costs are paid, a publish-
the Association of American
Bruce Hildebrand, executive
director of higher education for
"I had to buy it, you know?" she
says with a shrug. "It's a captive
the pricey organic chemistry text,
she casts a scornful eye toward it.
She purchased one last year.
($244, $183 used).
Beverly Long, a 21-year-old
micro/molecular biology major at
UCF, is in the bookstore eyeing
a hematology textbook ($98). But
when someone asks her about
packaged with a study guide
might be Organic Chemistry,
Management Systems ($118). But
the granddaddy of them all
semester.
Textbooks Affordable campaign,
says she sold books back to book-
stores when she could, but still
spent $350 or more on books per
Hannah Nguyen, a 2004 col-
lege graduate who is a coordina-
tor of the national Make
50 percent of the book's original
value if the text is in good shape
and it's in demand for the next
Internet booksellers pay up to
Students often offset textbook
costs by reselling what they can to
a bookstore or fellow student, she
says. Some bookstores and
$900 the GAO analysis conclud-
ed.
get backand improve the book.
There's a pride of ownership."
The concern about textbook
prices reached a crescendo in July
when the Government
four-year university, the
Accountability Office reported
prices have increased at twice the
rate of inflation during the last
20 years. That accounts for 26
percent of tuitionand fees paid
by students attending a public
to avoid any perceived conflict of
quette is that anyprofit you make
on a textbook, especially if it's
used on campus, is donated back
to the school. ... You want
made money, "the standard eti-
says
She and her co-author wrote
the book "as a conttibution to
our field. We never expected to
get rich off it." Even if she
MelodyBowdon, a UCF
English professor, uses a textbook
she co-authored,
author? Not so, they say.
dents to buy books they
making money by forcing stu-
often makes it worth it. And
Though a new edition might
lead to the painstaking update of
syllabuses for classes they teach,
the fresh material in the book
ing subject matter.
Professors, on the other hand,
say they pick the best and most
pertinent texts for their classes,
and that CDs and study guides
can aid students in understand-
Some even think that their pro-
fessors are padding their wallets
by using textbooks they author.
cheaper version.
Sometimes the newest
edition ofa book is required,
even though it looks to have
changed little from the previous,
cheaper ones are available, and
that some required materials go
Some students say professors
often pick expensive books when
market."
"there's a real logical impulse to
author,
money," Bowdon says. But, as an
there's a motivation ... for text-
book companies to change edi-
tions in order to make more
As for new editions, "certainly
interest."
It estimates that students
spend an average of$580 annual-
ly on textbooks, not the almost
about 27 percent of total student
spending on books and supplies."
"which may include computers,
calculators, lab equipment, and
other materials that represent
together textbooks and supplies,
However, the Association of
American Publishers Inc., which
represents textbook publishers,
says the GAO report lumped
report says
backs
sions instead of four-color hard-
"Students like that because
they only buy what they'll use,"
he says. Other books are offered
in paperback or two-color ver-
tom" books that might, say, offer
the first 10 chapters ofa book.
cost concerns by offering "cus-
Publishers are responding to
several books he used in the fall.
But when a new edition of a text-
UCF freshman who sold back
semester.
"It's nice when you get the cash
afterward because you forget how
expensive they were in the first
place," says David Paladino, a
LEO (July 23Aug. 22) Romantic
partners may this week press for
solid or finalized plans.
unique group or family plans
friend may announce
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 20)
Friday through Sunday, a close
Service
By Lasha Seniuk
Knight Ridder/Tribune News
longer create strain
between friends and lovers
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21-Feb. 19)
Emotional isolation will no
Jan. 30-Feb. 5, 2006
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Over
the next seven days, friends or
colleagues will appear cheerful
but privately feel
vulnerable.
romance and long-term commit-
ment demand delicate negotia-
ARIES (March 21-April 20)
Thutsday through Saturday,
tions
mates may demand
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) This
week, loved ones or close room-
group participation and special
dedication to daily chores.
methods will be appreciated
to gain support: your dedication
to established
PISCES (Feb. 20-March 20)
Avoid public debate, if
possible, and wait for new ideas
rewards
group creativity now offer unique
TAURUS (April 21-May 20)
Social invitations, sensuality or
adjustment.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22)
Over the next few days, home
routines and established
family habits may require serious
GEMINI (May 21-June 21) After
Tuesday, your unique mental and
verbal skills will bring clarity to
complicated projects
particular interest: go slow and
carefully consider the feelings of
others
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dec.
21) Romantic promises or family
events may be of
cial documents are now
easily clarified or completed
CANCER (June 22-July 22)
Loans, job applications and offi-
dy\Arts & LifeQuote of the Week:"I never know what I thinkabout something until I readwhat I've written on it."William Faulkner
By Lisa Roberts
The Orlando Sentinel
KRT edition he or she is using in class,
it's difficult to sell, or get much
changes the
book is issued, or a professor
plus 30,000+ jobs at the nation's
hottest companies.
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To MakeaHit, Studio
Wooed Women,
Pinpointed Theaters
1Q 2Q 3Q 40 10. 2Q 3q 4Q
2004 '05
the box office. It happened to the
1999 critically acclaimed drama
"Boys Don't Cry," whichwon Hilary
Swank an Oscar for Best Actress for
her role as a Nebraskan girl who
lived as a boy. Dogged by its image
as a movie about a teenage trans-
gender tragedy, it made only $11.5
million at the U.S. box office and
never won a mainstream audience.
HeathLedger andMichelle Williams are Oscar nominees.
One of the most
difficult challenges
for Hollywood mar-
keters is how to
"cross over" a film
that normally would
appeal only to a nar-
row audience. A
story about two
ranch hands who fall
in love, "Brokeback"
would seemto appeal
mostly to a gay and
art-movie audience.
Getting pigeonholed
by a potentially divi-
sive label can ruin a
marketing campaign
and doom a movie at
(box office, $24.9 mil-
lion). Each of those
films had budgets of
just $7.5 million.
Avoiding Culture Wars
Normally, "Brokeback" would
have opened in downtown theaters
in the SoHo-East Village areas-typ-
ical for an art-house film. Instead,
on its opening weekend Dec. 9, Mr.
Foley placed "Brokeback" into one
megaplex in Chelsea, another up-
town atLincoln Center, and only one
near Greenwich Village. "I didn't
want New York to say this is an art-
house film," says Mr. Foley. "I
wanted a mix of voices talking about
it to defeatitbeing called 'a gay cow-
boy movie.' "
gay-themed film succeeding, Focus
chose an unusual strategy when it
came to placing "Brokeback" in its
first theaters in New York and Los
Angeles, says Jack Foley, president
ofdistributionat Focus. Like micro-
climates in Napa Valley that can
produce dramatically different
wines, neighborhoods in Manhattan
can draw entirely different audi-
ences: Chelsea attracts gay view-
ers; the Village, students; the Lin-
coln Center area, affluent boomers.
Word-of-mouth from a Manhattan
opening can determine with what
audience a film succeeds orfails.
To try tobeat the odds against a
Indeed, movies with gay themes
or issues have rarely been a happy
experience for Hollywood. Of 176
movies identified as suchby BoxOf-
ficeMojo.com, which analyzes box-
office statistics and trends, only one
movie with a predominantly gay
theme has ever earned more than
$100 million at the U.S. box office:
the 1996 comedy "The Birdcage,"
which starred Robin Williams.
At the outset, Focus executives
wanted to keep "Brokeback" from
becoming a target in the culture
wars, which could have overtaken
theirmarketing message-that it'sa
romance, not a "gay cowboy movie."
Focus did market the film to the gay
community but hasn't used it to
push the cause of gay rights. "We
will never turn the release of the
film into a political circus act-
ever," says David Brooks, the stu-
dio's president of marketing.
Targeting Female Viewers
At the same time,Focus has been
marketing "Brokeback" as an epic
romance aimed at women. The
movie'sposter advertises that "Love
is a Force of Nature," and the
And as theweeks pass, the demo-
graphics of the "Brokeback" audi-
ence have shifted. Gays turned out
for the first weekend, with 60%of the
audience male and 40% female. But
in the next three weeks, women re-
sponded to marketing and the audi-
ence flipped to 60% female and 40%
male. Now, as media attention inten-
sifies in the wake of the film's wins
at the Golden Globes, heterosexual
men are going to the film on their
own and the women are sliding back
down to the mid-50 percentile, Mr.
Brooks says.
The studioalso carefully selected
the movies to which it attached the
promotional trailer for "Broke-
back," with the idea of targeting fe-
male viewers, Mr. Brooks says. One
was "Flightplan," with JodieFoster,
whose fan base is heavily female.
Another was the Charlize Theron
drama "North Country," since its
theme-womenconfrontingbias at a
Minnesota mine-had a strong fe-
male appeal.
movie's trailer shows seven shots of
tender romantic and happy mo-
ments between Mr. Ledger's and
Jake Gyllenhaal's characters and
their respective wives and families.
By comparison, only three shots in
the trailer show husband-wife con-
frontations over the gay affair. (Fo-
cus executives say the marketing
materials are the same nationwide.)
Asidefrom the$28 million-budget
JohnnyCashbiopic "Walk theLine,"
which has passed $100 millionat the
U.S. box office since opening Nov.
18, "Brokeback" looks on the way to
becoming more profitable than
other Oscar contenders, such as
"Crash" (box office, $53.4 million),
and "Good Night, and Good Luck"
Going for 'Broke'
she says
"Brokeback," nominated for
eight Academy Awards, including
best picture, has now grossed more
than $50 million and is filling seats
across the country, even in the
heartland. "Brokeback" is "doing
quite well," says Debby Brehn, vice
president of Douglas Theatres in
Lincoln, Neb., where "Brokeback"
ticket sales are running 3-to-l
against those for "Munich" since
"Brokeback" opened Jan. 6. "I
wouldn't saypeople are not seeing it
because of its homosexualcontent,"
"I'm more proud of whatwe did-
n't do with this film, as opposed to
what we did do," says James
Schamus, co-president ofFocus Fea-
tures, explaining the contrarian
marketing and distributionstrategy
behindthe $14 millionfilm.
How did "Brokeback" break out?
By surgically targeting where the
movie would play in its initial re-
lease; selling it as a romance for
women rather than a controversial
gay-bashing tale; and opting out of
the culture wars rather than engag-
ing them.
Despite the cracks about gaycowboys on late-night TVand chin-stroking aboutwhether it would play inPeoria, "Brokeback Moun-
tain" is poised to be not
just one of the most praised films of
the 2005 Oscar class-itwill become
one of the most profitable movies of
the year, and a mainstream one at
that.
By John Lippman
For Tie-Ins
Is Code
'Da VincV
Odds & Ends
Many airlines also object to the
program, saying it will add to their
costs (because airlines may have to
pay someof theconstruction fees for
the new security lines) while provid-
ing too little benefit to travelers.
By Jay Hershey
A federal prosecutor told jurors
that the Enron trial getting under
way in Houston is about lies, not
numbers. Jeffrey Skilling and Ken-
neth Lay, former executives of the
now-bankrupt energycompany, face
charges that include fraud and con-
spiracy. Both pleaded not guilty.
There are drawbacks, however:
Participants may still be subject to
random secondary screenings, hav-
ing to remove shoes and coats and
send laptops through X-ray ma-
chines.
The program is designed toallow
those who have submittedpersonal
information, beenfingerprinted and
granted a security clearance to by-
pass regular linesand move through
their own expedited checkpoints.
Participation costs about $80 to $100
a year.
A federal program that aims to
speed preregistered travelers
through airport security is set to
launch this summer, but it may not
eliminate as many hassles as fliers
would like.
Airport Security
Paying to Lighten
Apple offers its paid content ad-
free on iTunes, including hit TV
shows such as "Lost" and "Desper-
ate Housewives," forcing marketers
tofind new waysto delivertheir mes-
sages to viewers of other video con-
tent availableonline. Theyhave tobe
careful not to become so intrusive as
to turnoff would-be viewers.
Some companies are attaching
recycled TVspots to thebeginning of
video files, or podcasts, that can be
downloaded frompopular Web sites.
Others are creating new, subtler
pitches to bracket showsattractive to
their target audiences. And still oth-
ers are creating their own podcasts
thatblur the line between entertain-
ment and advertisement in hopes of
enticingpeople to watch thecommer-
cials for their own sake.
Ads for Video iPods
Since Apple's video iPodmade its
debut less than four months ago,
users have been able to download
their favorite TV shows free from
ads. Now, advertisers are scram-
bling for a way to subvert the sleek
device for their ownpurposes.
It Couldn't Last:
sand textbooks it publishes each
year, said spokeswoman Wendy
Spiegel: "We fact-check them be-
cause we stand behind the integrity
of our content. We couldn't afford
not to have fact-checkers."
How to contact us:
CampusEdition@dowjones.com
AT COLLEGEJOURNAL.COM
• Job-search problems and how to
fix them.
• Free or low-cost online tools to
help you find the right career.
But insome areas of the industry,
fact-checking is routine: textbooks,
for example, and nonfiction forchil-
dren.
Amid the controversy over the
contested memoir "A Million Little
Pieces," many book publishers in-
sist itwould be toocostly tohirefact-
checkers to ensure the veracity and
accuracy of theirofferings.
Isn't Fiction
Fact-Checking
Exxon's record take is likely to
ratchet up calls in Washington for a
crackdown on energy-industry prof-
its. The-company has been trying to
pre-empt a backlash.Exxon saidit is
boosting spending on finding and
producing stores of oil and natural
gas. Capital and exploration spend-
ing in the quarterwas $5.3billion, up
26% from a year earlier, a sizable
rise by industry standards.
Pearson Education, for its part,
fact-checks all of the several thpu-
McGraw-Hill Education, mean-
while, said all of its textbooks are
fact-checked. Publishers of many
nonfiction children's books, espe-
cially those foundin school and pub-
lic libraries, said the same.
In a scandal that has rocked the
book business, James Frey, author
of the bestseller "A Million Little
Pieces," recently acknowledged that
some parts of his book are embell-
ished or fabricated, and has apolo-
gized, along with his publishers,
Nan A. Talese/Doubleday and An-
chor Books. Afterward, publishers
and literary agents lined up in the
news media to say that employing
fact-checkers is impracticable.
Amid high oil, gasoline and nat-
ural-gas prices, Exxon said its net
income surged to $10.71 billion, up
27% from $8.42 billion a year earlier.
It was one of the biggest quarterly
profits of any company in history.
Though a handful of other compa-
nies have posted higher quarterly
profits, those were largely through
accounting adjustments. The
biggest driver of Exxon's surging
profit was high energy prices amid
the world's increasing thirst for oil
and natural gas.
Exxon Posts
Record Profit
Exxon Mobil Corp. racked up an
other record profit, saying its fourth-
quarter earnings surpassed $10 bil-
lion, aresult likely to intensifypolit-
ical heat on the energy industry.
Mr. Greenspan's successor, Ben
Bernanke, comes to the job with a
well-established intellectual legacy
that includes copious academic pa-
pers on statistical analysis and the
role of central-bank communica-
tions. Mr. Bernanke was a Fed gov-
ernor from 2002 to 2005 and before
that chairman of Princeton Univer-
sity's economics department. In
those jobs, he earned a reputation as
being collegial and committed to
consensus.
In 2003, after seeing Japan slide
into deflation and stagnation, he re-
versed a long-held belief that defla-
tion was impossible with a paper
currency. The Fed kept its short-
term interest rates at 1% for a year
until the economy was expanding
strongly and the threat of deflation
hadpassed.
Mr. Greenspan's fans say his re-
fusing to become invested in any
particular model of theeconomywas
essential to his success. He realized
in 1996 that productivity growth had
accelerated, damping inflation,
when many economists thought in-
flation would rise. The Fed subse-
quently delayed raising interest
rates, which probably helped extend
the 1990s expansion.
onrecord
Gets a New Boss
Federal Reserve
Alan Greenspan retired after 18
years as chairmanof the Federal Re-
serve, leaving an economic legacy
that seems secure: Inflation and un-
employment are lower than when he
took office, and during his tenure,
the U.S. experienced just two mild
recessions and its longest expansion
• Employers try harder to rewardtheir topperformers.
The biggest publishing event
linked to the movie will be the five
million-copy U.S. release of "TheDa
Vinci Code" in paperback March 28.
A tidalwave of reprints of other Dan
Brown books will be released the
same day, like "Angels & Demons"
and "Deception Point," in a variety
offormats and prices. Otherpublish-
ers are reaching into their backlists
for any Da Vinci-related subject mat-
ter they can find.
Book sellers and publishers are
betting that the "Da Vinci Code"
film, which has strong box-office
draws in starTom Hanks and direc-
tor Ron Howard, will be enough to
touch offa new wave ofDa Vinci-re-
lated buying. A recent movie trailer
for the film pushed the book back to
the No. 1fiction spot at Barnes &No-
ble; it had slipped as low as No. 15.
Bob Wietrak, the chain's chief mer-
chant, says he is convinced that the
movie will propel a new group of
readers to stores.
New titles range from updated
guides to the Dan Brown thriller to
new novels with similar "Da Vinci"-
like themes. Earlier this month,
Pearson's Dutton imprint published
45,000 copies of Raymond Khoury's
debut novel, "The Last Templar," a
thriller with religious overtones.
Next month, Bertelsmann's Ballan-
tineBooks will release Steve Berry's
"The Templar Legacy"; it is already
racking up sizable preorders on
Barnes &Noble's Web site.
The pile-on is a common model in
the book world. "The publishing in-
dustry sees something that's work-
ing and keeps doing it until it keels
over," says Robert Miller, president
ofWalt Disney's Hyperion book-pub-
lishing unit.But "DaVinci" ishaving
an unusually long run of tie-ins.
With the film opening in May, the
publishing industry is placing one of
its biggest bets ever on the staying
power of ablockbuster book. Publish-
ers are using the movie's release to
anchor numerous "DaVinci"-related
titles and tie-ins.And allof them are
tryingto harness theselling power of
the most successful novel in recent
memory, with an estimated 40 mil-
lioncopies inprint world-wide.
By JeffreyA. Trachtenberg
For
book publishers, the most
provocative question raised
by the upcoming movie ver-
sion of "The Da Vinci Code"
is: Cana three-year-old best-
seller that has already been
endlessly milked forprofits yield one
morewindfall for the industry?
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What's News-
Black Gold
Exxon Mobil's net income, in billions
Milling 'Brokeback Mountain'
Source: the company
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"Bryant is allowed no such va-
cation from his past, and will be
offered no such public redemp-
Give me a break here, guys.
tion of his sins."
Let's have some perspective, even
ifyou are in Hollywood and
everything's a movie script
It's obviously a lot easier to
be a Kobe fan if he plays in your
town. The fact is, sports fans are
remarkably forgiving, but it's not
unusual for that forgiveness to be
far more local than national.
Barry Bonds is still a hero
in San Francisco, but roundly
booed everywhere else he goes
They've forgiven Jason Giambi
in New York, but they'll never
let him forget his steroid use in
Boston
Lakers coach Phil Jackson:
"This goes along with who we
are as a society. Somebody does
something exceptional, people
are looking forways to denigrate
them. In this society, we never
give people a chance to come
back to grace."
Wrote Plaschke:
"If Tim Duncan had scored
81 points, the sports world
would declare a national holiday.
IfAllen Iverson had scored 81
points, he would have rushed to
"Oprah" to weepingly discuss his
personal growth.
FORT WORTH, Texas 4Cobe
Bryantrocked our house Sunday
night. We're still feeling the
tremors
You don't score 81 points in
an NBA game withoutsetting off
a few earthquakes, but the fact
that it was Bryant who authored
that spectacle has really upset
fans' equilibrium
points in a game, as Wilt
The question today isn't
whether Bryant or some other
player may someday score 100
Chamberlain once did. No, the
real question is whetherKobe's
81 points were able to put about
81,000 miles between him and
Colorado.
I was sitting in an airport
watering hole in Seattle, waiting
for the red-eye flight to bring me
home from the NFC Champion-
ship Game on Sundaynight,
when I glanced up at the silent
TV screen.
ESPN was on, and in the
right-hand corner was a message
that I was sure my fading old eyes
had to be misreading.
I turned to the guy next to me
and asked him to verify what I
thought I'd read.
"Does that say Kobe scored
81 points in a game?" I asked
incredulously.
"Yeah," he said. "That's
exactlywhat the SOB did."
That may be the former SOB
Despite Downey's supposition
that Kobe's on-court outburst
will soon have him back with
the in crowd, there has still been
plenty ofcriticism and "ball hog"
references around the country.
"It's remarkable, the execu-
tion and the efficiency, butwe've
got a lot ofguys in this league, if
they took 70 shots, they'd score
a lot of points," Miami coach Pat
Riley pointed out in the perfect
example ofdamning with faint
As Downey pointed out, the
over-the-top gift is still fodder
for late-night jokeson Leno and
Letterman
column, along with this from
praise,
"Los Angeles Times" colum-
nist Bill Plaschke made sure to
use that quote in his Wednesday
to many.
There are those who are
absolutely certain that the sheer
numbers alone will put Kobe
back in favor with millions of
easily influenced fans.
This is what "Chicago Tri-
automatic
The thing to dowith Kobe
or any professional athlete is to
keep their sports accomplish-
ments in perspective.
Eighty-one points rattled the
sports world, and it should have.
But there are still more
important things in life, and
character is right at the top of
the list
again.
"He could have been heir
apparent to MJ and maybewon
as many championships. He may
stillwin a championship or two,
but the boyish hero image has
been replaced by that ofa callous
gun for hire."
I'm one of them_because of that
fishyanticlimax to the Colorado
scandal, but it's more than that.
He also helped break up the
Lakers' dynasty, basically fore-
ing owner JerryBuss to choose
betweenhim ot Shaq.
That's whyKobe has no help
in LA, and it's why, if the Lakers
are towin, he may have to aver-
age 45 points a game
I stillremember the final
words of Jackson's assessment of
Kobe in his book, "The Last Sea-
son", before Jackson unretired to
come back tocoach the Lakers
Sure, there are those who
will always believe he's a rat_and
Bryant is a tour de force, a
one-man show. His "is" the Lak-
ers now, because that's the way
wanted it to be.
His 81-point concerto is even
more impressive than Chamber-
lain's 100-point game because
Bryant isn't 7-feet tall and wasn't
dunking every shot. Inch for
inch, he is the best player in the
NBA. Period.
PHOTO BY CHARLES WATKINS
Sophmore JasonWills drives through the lane and
dunks on Morgan State's Joseph McLean. Wills
had nine points, eight rebounds and five assists in
A&T's 60-42 win last Monday.
A&T blew their 10point half-
time lead as Morgan State went
on a 13-4run; cutting the lead
to only one~35-34—before Head
Coach Eaves kicked started his
team with a some words during a
The rest of the team had a
lukewarm scoring performance
as the second highest scorer Greg
Roberts only had 10points. Yet,
that did not stop the Aggies from
dominating a first half wherethe
Bears seemed tobe hibernating.
After racing out to a 20-5
lead, the Aggies offensive output
slowed as they relied heavily on
their defense to guide them to
the half with a 21-31 lead.
The Bears returned inthe
second half and proceeded to
chip awayat theA&T lead. The
Aggies scored a total of four
points in the first eight minutes
of the half.
"My team needed me to-
night," Hayes said, who is one of
three seniors leading this mix of
walk-ons
Led by Hayes' 20 points, the
Aggies demolished a winless Mor-
ganState team who only dressed
six players
"Itwas a long time coming,"
said senior Michael Hayes. The
Aggies had beenwaiting four
longyears for a winning streak
like this and finally got one with
a 60-42 win over Morgan State
University.
Hayes andWalt Booth both
thinkplaying more experienced
teams helped too.
"Playing better competition
never hurts," Eaves said. "I'm a
true believer of good competi-
tion, and I realize that I don't
have the most talented team in
the nation."
"They showed us no love,"
Booth said. "Playing at a faster
pace against bigger and stronger
guys, we had to learn how to
home games
The Aggies are 3-1 since switch-
ing to their gold uniforms for
outwork them; and that mental-
ity helps in the MEAC."
Assistant Athletics Director
for Marketing Keith McCluney
said that it is all about the "gold."
Playing top notch competition
from the ACC, Big 12 and Pac
10at the beginning could be one
reason for the Aggies strong play
of late
Jason Wills had another
solid all-around effortwith nine
points, eight rebounds and five
assists. GregRoberts contributed
four rebounds and 10points.
Eaves would not dwell on his
teams' minor accomplishment.
"I'm glad for my team. Mor-
gan State deserves all the credit
for playing with only six men,"
Eaves said.
With the win all but a formal-
ity, Eaves got to play his bench
members includingfan favorite
Angelo Hernandez, a walk-on star
that shined on an undefeated
Hernandez finished with two
intramural team lastyear.
points and two fouls in two min-
utes of play.
struggled to outscore the Aggies.
Morgan State could not beat the
Aggie defensive press as the lead
swelled to 50-34.
Come out anlisupport
timeout,
The Aggies responded by go-
ing on a 15-0 run, then extended
that to a 23-2 run that allbut
closed the door on the Bears get-
ting their fist win.
Down the stretch the Bears
Aggies
grab control of the game. The
teams tied 11 times and the lead
changed 14 times before finally
Morgan State fell to the Lady
After being down two at the
half, the Aggies fed theirstar
player as neither team could
Aggie single game scoring record,
dropping45 in an 87-78 win
After taking a blowout 82-54
loss to Coppin State on Satur-
day, theLady Aggies came out
determined to get a win. North
CarolinaA&T (4-12, 4-3 MEAC)
got hot when it mattered.
over Morgan State University.
Just one day after Kobe *
Bryant exploded for 81 points,
Shareka Glover shattered the
the character the girls showed,"
Head Coach Patricia Cage-Bibbs
said.
"I can definitely appreciate
how they played tonight and
Glover dominated down the
stretch, at one point going on
a 16-0run by herself. Glover's
teammatesfed her hot hand,
looking for her on almost every
offensive possession in the sec-
ond half.
game.
modest about her effort after the
Glover, who did notknow
she had the record until it was
announced, was shocked and
Cage-Bibbs had to appreciate
the defensive execution of her
team as they scored 27 points off
Lady Bear turnovers.A&.T had
to adjust toMorgan State's con-
stant substitutions and rotations
of fresh players on the floor.
The Aggies all-time assist shot
15-31 from the field with eight
three-pointers and also had seven
rebounds and four assists to add
to her record breaking season.
Glover led the charge, but the
Glover said. "We came out to
play with a lot of intensity and a
lot ofheart; the kid was in a zone
and she stepped up tonight."
"It was nothing but heart," Bibbs had a positive outlook
on theremainder of the MEAC
schedule.
The win was the fourth
conference victoryfor A&.T and
puts them right in the thick of
the MEAC standings. Cage-
son were moved into the point
guard slotbecause of Glover's
big night. The Lady Aggies hope
to be back at full strength as the
move ahead in conference play.
Cage-Bibbs' other freshman
also had solid performances as
Krystal Hough and Timika Pear-
Lady Aggies also received solid
contributions from Bianca John
son and Ahmad Williams, who
scored 13and 11 respectively.
The Lady Aggies travel
to Virginia this week to face
Norfolk State on the Jan. 28 and
Hampton on Jan. 30.
"We just have tobe ready to
play every night and forget about
the last game," she said.
PHOTO BY CHARLES WATKINS
Shareka Gloverrises
for one of her eight
three-pointers, she
finished the game
with45 points, seven
rebounds and four as-
sists.
Kenny Wray, DemetriusAdams,
Tom Lovigne , Dwike Wilson and
George Ragsdale. Former Aggie
and currentNFL player Curtis
DeLoatch also was in attendence
for the win
The Aggies will play Long-
wood Thursday, Feb. 2 in Farm-
ville, Va. at 7 p.m.
"I need some more MJ Jor-
Eaves laughed about it.
dans," Eaves said, hinting that it
mustbe the shoes that have the
Aggies playing so well.
With nearly 4,000 in atten-
dance, ACscT took the opportu-
nity to introduce Head Football
CoachLee Fobbs' assistants
Kobe's 81 won't add character to his resume
three straightAggies win
First three-game win
streak in four years
Glover breaks single
game scoring record
Lady Aggies
out Morgan
edge
State
Sports
By Mike McCray
Photographer/ReporterBy Mike McCray
Photographer/Reporter
(AL DIAZ/MIAMI HERALD/KRT)
Even with Bryant's stellar performances on a consistant basis, still lies the
speculations in regard to his character.
A gun that's always on full
By Jim Reeves
Knight Ridder Newspapers
(KRT)
The reference, of course, was
to the sizable diamond ring that
Kobe presented to his wife, Van-
essa, in the wake of his "prob-
lems" with a sexual assault charge
in Eagle, Colo., a couple ofyears
"Americans by the thousands
average folk, not necessarily NBA
fans called and e-mailed each
other Sunday night, not to gab
about the Steelers and Seahawks
going tothe Super Bowl but to
be the first on theirblock to ask:
1Did you hear? Kobe Bryant just
scored 81 points!'
"Behavior that presum-
ably couldn't be forgotten or
forgiven is going to be. Not by
everyone walking the Earth, but
by millions who are not merely
impressedby big numbers but
dazzled by them. It's as ifKobe
just gave each of them an 81-
carat rock."
bune" columnist Mike Downey
wrote this week ofKobe's water-
shed game
The A&T Begigtor February 1, 2006
